I n this paper. LVP describe the fundamental tiifferencw brtween three-dimensional (range) images and two-dimensional (luminance) images. .I number o f problems arise which are unique to range data. includ1ng IIL particular a strong sensitivity to quantization effects.
Introduction
Although not a new field.' analysis of threcdimensional imagery has become ;t popular field o f research recent,ly, as evidenced by the substantial numbers of papers presented at conferences'. This increase in popularity can be attributed to many causes, including the availability of range SCII- sorslO,ll-, and a recent ernphasis on industrial machine vision2,g , for which such sensors are uniquely appropriate. The purpose of this papcr is twofold: first to provide an analytic description of range imagery and show why the classical image processing operators are not well suited for dealing with such imagery; and second, to propose and discuss some strategies which are appropriate. I n pursuit, of the first, objective, we will initially propose s o m e segmentation strategies which seem reasonable, and then show why they do not work.
Notation
We define the input range image i n terms of a 3- 
where we have explicitly shown the dependence on the focal plane (sampling grid) coordinates.
The normal to a surface a t a point x(i,j) is denoted by N(,Z,j)= i . l ( l ' . 3 ) , " y ( l ' , J ' ) , ~~( ,~,~) ] '.
(6) ( We will continue to explicitly show the dependence on t,he sampling grid coordinat,es. since that dependence will turn out to be critical).
Philosophy
In this paper: we will make use of a bottom-up analysis philosophy. Whether this is the hest, philosophy remains to he seen. However.
for the pedagogical purposes of this paper. it w i l l suffice. This philosophy defines the steps in the analysis process as follows:
(I) Determine the critzcul po2nl.s 111 t,he input range image. Intuitively, these are the points at, which the surface curvature undergoes a rapid change. 'Typical such points include the edges of polyhedra.
(2) Considering only those points determined NOT to be critical points, perform it c.onIlel,ted-,,onlponellt analysis to det,ermine those regions in which the surface curvature changes smoothly. In th? case of polyhedra, there should be no change in curvature.
(;3) Assign critical points to smooth'regions based on some distance metric.
(4) Extract an abstract description of the regions (faces) and derive a graph-based representation.
(5) Match the observed graph to models.
Determining crit.ical points using surface normals
In this section we postlllate that. rate of change of normal direction can be used its 3 1 1 indication of the presence of critical points.
I'ollowing this train of thought, we will attempt to analytic:ally develop a 3-D edge finder.
3.1 Determining rate of change of normal that surface is Given a surface described by z(x.y) a normal to N = Points at which the normal undergoes a rapid change are likely to be critical points. To identify such points requires a scalar measure of change in a vector quantity, the normal. One such measure is the divergence, In luminance imagery, AX is always taken to be one.
When dealing with r:mge imagery, howc,ver, we must note that
In section 3. 2 and again i n section .i.t! we wijl ad'dress the issue of computing both normals and derivatives.
Determining normals by cross products
Given a surface z(x,yj. let T(s, ,yo ) represent the plane tangent to z at the point [so .,q<) 1. Then. given any two distinct vectors lying in T, say VI and V,, the normal to z a t [~,,y,] can be found by This formulation gives us an algorithm for estimating the normal which is independent of the cwordina.te axes and Lher6,fore d o e s n o t suffer trom the problem o f i1ll'init.e derivatives.
At this point, we seem to havc developed a robust technique for deterrrlinino, t.he surface normal vectors, and indeed we have. Whether stlch analysis will prove to be useful in thr presence of rloisc, is a n issue which w i l l be addrcssed i n wction 5. .\t this point, we will assume that the norrnals which we have determined are good local representations of the surt'are. and use them in a scene segmentation system.
. Surface segmentation strategies
In this section, we will list three strategies for segmenting a range image into planar surfaces. The first two will make llse of continuity i n the surface normal as a criterion for region growing.
The third will use perpendicular distalce to :i plane.
The predicate CONNECTED thus defines the essential criterion for region growing. Evaluation of t h t a recursive definit,ion given i n eq. t i may be performed by use of a push down stack 1. or an equivalence 
for some t.hreshold Thr. That is. two pixels are connected if they are adjacent on the focal plane and their normals point in roughly the same direction. Figure 2 shows a range image of three polyhedra used to test these algorithn~s. As this is a range view. darker intensities indicate pixels which are closer to the sensor. In figure 3 , we illustrate the results of applying the region growing algorithm. Each pixel is identified by a character indicating to which region (face) the pixel belongs. Pixels marked with an exclamation point, represent points at which the normal direction changes rapidly.
In the center of faces 3 and i. anomalous edge pixels occur. indicating one of the problems with this approach. Both faces are flat, and aligned with the focal (x -y) plane. However. due to noise. some pixels differ in depth by as much as one unit. In Figure h . the effect of such variations is illustrated i n detail. . 4 cross section through the surface is shown. in which noise a t pixel 4 has resulted in a o n~u n i t change in depth. Since the normal at a given point (e.g. pixel 3 ) is computed by-considering pixels on either side of' that point (pixels 2 and z t ) , the algorit,hrn detevts a significant direction change in the vicinity o f pixt.1 1. as illustrated by the arrows.
This example would seem to indicate a n extreme sensitivity to noise, although it [night be arglled that, since the surface really does drop at that point. an algorithm based solely on SURFACE properties should detect the drop. We will return to the discussion of noise sensitivity in section 5.
Subtraction of normals
Dean3 has implemented an algorithm for detecting changes in the surface normal similar to that described in section 4.1. although in his algorithm. differences are detected by subtracting adjacent normal vectors, rather than taking dot products. The results in sensitivity were found to be similar to those described in section 1.1.
The three point seed method
Bhanu describes a different strategy for finding planar faces which eliminates some of the previously described sensitivity problems.
[-{is algorithm may be described succinctly as follows.
Algorithm for three point seed method 1. From t.he list of surface points. select three points which are noncolinear and near relative to sampling distances.
2. Obtain the equation of the plane passing through the three points chosen in step I .
3.
Find the set of points P which are very close to this plane.
4.
Apply a convexity condibion to the set P t.o obtain a reduced convex set P'. This separates faces lying in the same plane.
5. Check the set P' obtained in step 1 for narrowness.
The narrowness condition eliminates faces whose points all lie very near the same line. Bhanu's method elirnina.tes many of the problems inherent with the surface normal method. since it considers distance rather than direction.
In a subsequent processing step (program A N U Y Z E ) the authors have used a similar method for eliminating errors. This is in conformity with step 2 of the philosophy given earlier.
That process is the subject of a separate paper.
5. Sensitivity to noise and quantization is quantized. ( r takes on only integer values between 0 and 2.55) and sampled, (i and j take on integer values between 0 and 127), the application of equations 3-5 fails to reconstruct a flat surface exactly. Instead, we see rapid local fluctuations in surface tangent direction. h'ote that the frequency of the fluctuation is dependent on the angle bet.ween the point in question and the focal axis. i\lthough small in absolute magnitude, these quantization effects have a radical impact on surface direction.
One's immediate reaction to t.his type of noise is t.0 apply some sort of fiIt,er. However. such filters need to be applied very carefully.
C'onsider the lace maked lf4" in Figure 3 . That face sut)tends only six pixels in the image Furthermore. face 8 is only one pixel wide! No linear noise filter will be able to smooth the quantization noise while at the same time preserving such obliquely-viewed faces.
At least two approaches are possible for dealing with quantization noise while preserving oblique edges. The first is to perform the segmentation in a coordinate system in which such artifacts do not occur. and the second is to develop an adaptive non-linear filter to remove the noise. The first option is explored i n t h e next section.
An alternative coordinate system
Two major problems have been identified so far in this paper which are unique to 3-11 imagery. Ttw first is that derivatives go to infinity along the coordinate axes. and the second is that the transformation A which takes [ i , j ,~] we need to develop a technique for segmenting curved surfacw One option would be to represent :trbit.rary wri'aces as a set of convex planar surfaces 6 , tiowever. tIlis represent,at,ion makes higher-level rnodel rrlatching much Inore complex, since the segmcntation becomes ambiguous and dependent. on viewing angle. \Ve desire. if possible, to follow the philosophy given i n section 2, with appropriate extensions to ('over the case of curved surfaces.
This problem is yet to be satisfactorily solved. In this section, we w i l l define the problem carefully, and provide some suggested approaches.
Curvature is defined in terms of a curve in space, where a curve may be thought. of as a warping of a line. just as a general surface may be considered to be a warping of a plane. To extend the definition of curvature from a propert,y of lines to a property of a surface, we need t,o first observe that a surface in :%-space may be viewed as a set of vectors. and we must then examine the properties of such a set.
Parametrized Surfaces and 'Yrrays of \rectors
In range imagery. the raw data r r~y be converted into an array of vectors. representing points on surfaces in three space. This underlying surface may be discussed in terms of continuous versions of the focal plane indices. Arrays of vectors can be fit with arbitrarily complex models using a linear least squares procedure, if the focal plane array indices are regarded as a parametrization of the surfaces. Derivatives a n d other properties of the surface may be extracted from these fits or by other corlvenierlt means. Such a parametrization of a surface (two dimensions) embedded in three dimensions is a vector function of two arguments,
where cx and p are real and continuous. It is usual (and sometimes useful) to think that 01 and P have some physical significance and that they are somehow attached to the surface, but neither interpretation is necessary. It is sufficient that the parameters are monotonically related to distance in the surface. Analogously, curves (one dimension) eqbedded in the plane (two dimensions) are often parametrized either by time for trajectories or by path length for boundaries. So that the curve is described in time by the 2-vector function. It is easily shown that distance i n the focal plane is monotonically related to distance i n l h t : observed surface represented by the focal plane array (see figure   1 ). The array indices, i and j , are sirnilarly relalcd to distance in the focal plane. Therefore the array indices comprise a sampling of a perfectly acceptable (however peculiar) candidate for parametrizing the observed surface. Noise does not invalidate this result. We can think of the data x ; > j = [ x ; , j , y i . j , ~; , j ] as a noisy sampling a t descrete values of some function X ( . , @ )
where 01 and p are continuous versions of the discrete variables Z and j . We will write this function x(Z,j)
with the convention that independent variables will be written as subscripts when they are discrete indices. and as parenthisized arguments when they are the corresponding continuous and real analogs. The problem is then to remove the noise from x;.j and estimate
X ( L . J ) .
ilx . If the partials can be calculated, t,hen ~ IS a iJ i vect,or tangent to the surface, and is a linearly independent tangent. The unit normal vector to the fitted surface at a point is
which is a restatement of equation 16. The change of this unit normal in a small neighborhood of the point is determined by the curvature of the surface. This change is linear map which can he represented in a given coordinate system by a tensor, which is a special kind of matrix. The two Eigenvalues o f this tensor are the principal curvatures of the surface at this point.
In the study of surfaces, the Eigenvalues themselves are not used as much as are two particular quantities derived from the Eigenvalues. The first, is the mean curvature, which is half the sum of t,he principal curvatures, or half the trace of the curvature map. The second is the gauss curvature, which is the product of the two principal curvatures. or the determinant of the curvature map. The mean and gauss curvatures are invariants: they depend only on the surface itself. not the coordinate systern or thc parametrization.
Much of the local behavior. including the mean and gauss curvatures o f the surface, is determined by six well known scalar^.^ The three coefficients of t,he First Fundamental Form at some point on the surface describe the distance in the surface relative to distance in the plane tangent to the surface at that point, and (26b)
The three coefficients of the Second Fundarnental Form describe the change of the surface normal near a point, and where N is the unit normal vector defined above in terms of the first derivatives. Now, the mean curvature is given by and the gauss curvature is given by -c , Ko,2 = --2 -2 -2 ,
There exist two third order and one forth order kernel for a 3 X 3 neighborhood, but they do not contribute to the second order partials at the center of the neighborhood. The zeroth order kernel is not used in this application, but it is instructive to notice that it is the neighborhood average. The first order kernels appear only in the computation of the local normal.
Conceptually, the range array is used to generate an z array for the surface, as well as arrays for y and z . The Z and j derivatives of first and second order are obtained from each of these arrays by convolving each of the component arrays with the K arrays.
Then the components of -as well as the other vec-(7 X t l '1 tor partials are known for each pixel in the focal plane. These vector partials can be used to compute curvatures or normals or projected areas for any pixel.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have described the fundamental differences between three-dimensional (range) images and two-dimensional (luminance) images. A number of problems have been described which are unique to range data, including in particular a strong sensitivity to quantization effects.
We have shown that although range images and luminance images are both arrays of scalars! the range image conceptually represents a surface in space and cannot be naively manipulated using the conventional image processing functions such as 3 X 3 convolution kernels.
We then show that by regarding the range data as parametrized by the focal plane coordinates, it is possible to find a representation for the surface normal and curvature in terms of familiar-looking convolution kernels. 
